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Problem Statement
Noise reduces intelligibility of target speaker
Exploit external microphones in conjunction with hearing aid microphones for
speech enhancement
MVDR beamformer to suppress undesired noise
→ Relative transfer function (RTF) vector of target speaker is required to
steer beamformer [1, 2]
Blind estimation of target RTF vector using external microphones [3, 4]

IN THIS POSTER
Theoretical bias analysis of RTF vector estimation using multiple
external microphones
Comparison to bias analysis for RTF vector estimation using a single
external microphone

Configuration and Notation
target speaker

hearing aids
ya(k, l)

external
microphones
ye(k, l)

RTFs

Signal model in STFT domain
(Ma hearing aid and Me
external microphones):

y = x + n with y =
[

ya
ye

]
Covariance matrices:
Ry = Rx + Rn, with
Rx = ϕx,1hhH rank-1 matrix
spanned by the target RTF
vector h

Speech enhancement with external microphones
Achieve noise reduction with MVDR beamformer: w = R−1

n h
hHR−1

n h
Target RTF vector h needs to be estimated:
- State-of-the-art covariance whitening [5]
- Spatial coherence (SC) method requiring external microphones [3, 4]

RTF Estimation Using Spatial Coherence

Assumption:
Noise between external microphones and
all other microphones is uncorrelated
[3, 4, 6]
Spatial coherence method for single external
microphone [3]

h̃SC
me = Ryee,me

eT
1 Ryee,me

, me ∈ {1, . . . , Me}

Perfect estimation except for entry corresponding
to external microphone:
Bias depends on SNR in external microphone

H̃SC
e,me =

(
1 + 1

SNRe,me

)
He,me

Multiple external microphones: multiple estimates of target RTF vector with bias in
different entries → linearly combine all biased SC RTF vector estimates

h̃mSNR = H̃α

→ mSNR approach: determine weights α by maximizing output SNR of MVDR
beamformer (mSNR approach) [4]
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α
, s.t. 1Tα = 1

Generalized eigenvalue decomposition (GEVD) as solution to optimization problem

αGEVD = P{B−1A}
1TP{B−1A}

Complex-valued weights α combine all SC RTF vector estimates

Bias Analysis of mSNR Approach
Assumption: Perfect estimation except for bias
Model for SC RTF vector estimates: H̃ = H + E
→ RTF matrix H contains true RTF vector: H = h1T

→ Bias matrix: E =
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Results of bias analysis
Theoretical model-based weights: Bias for all external microphones:

αmodel = 1∑Me
m′

e=1 SNRe,m′
e

 SNRe,1
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Real-valued weights
RTF vector estimates weighted
according to SNR in the respective
external microphone

H̃ mSNR
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e

)
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Bias always smaller than for single SC
RTF vector estimates
All entries of external microphones are
biased

Validation and Evaluation
Validation

Investigate deviations from spatial
coherence assumption
Model for data generation:

Rn = (1 − γn)Γn + γnbbH

→ Γn: fulfills SC assumption
→ b: RTF vector of coherent noise
If SC assumption is fulfilled (γn = 0):
model-based weights are equivalent to
GEVD-based weights (i.e., real-valued
SNR weighting)
Violating assumption leads to
deviations between model- and
GEVD-based weights

Evaluation
Real-world recordings with T60 ≈ 400 ms
Single moving speaker and quasi-diffuse
background noise
4 hearing aid microphones and 2 external
microphones
SNRin in hearing aids varying from 0 - 6 dB
Batch implementation in STFT domain with oracle
covariance matrices

Model-based
weights show good
accordance with
GEVD-based
weights
Better performance
using GEVD-based
weights, presumably
due to violation of SC
and rank-1 assumption

Conclusions
Analytical expression of weights in mSNR approach
→ bias of mSNR approach always smaller than for single SC RTF vector
estimates
Evaluation shows deviations between model-based weights and GEVD-based weights
due to estimation errors and violation of assumptions
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